
Foreword

We are so excited to share our second 

issue of our newsletter with you!

Despite the restrictions from COVID 19 

Safety Measures, the children were 

still meaningful engaged with various 

enriching programmes at the centre 

during the School June Holidays.

Read all about it in this issue!

We hope that the children are 

refreshed and ready for the new school 

term.

God bless,

Ms Anna Lin
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New Life Children & Student Care
Connecting with U

Tree of Values
Planting seeds of Growth

While learning about the PANDA Values – Perseverance, Acts of

Love, eNcouragement, Discipline and Accepting Differences, we

decided to use these values as decoration for the classroom!

The children worked hand in hand to form different parts of the

Tree of Values. Some cut out the leaves, while others helped to

stick everything together. The older ones assisted with pasting the

parts of the tree together onto the wall and some helped with

cleaning up after their friends.

The outcome of this project was not only the teamwork and love

shared among the children but a beautiful art piece to remind the

children of the positive values which they are learning about!

Remember to join our Private Facebook Group
“New Life Children & Student Care @ TWY”

for more media, announcements & information!



I have Self-Control!

This is the first year that we are having PANDA Champs at our centre. We start it off with teaching the

children Discipline through self-control.

The session began with a Kit Kat Challenge which tested the children’s control. Then, it was a story telling

session where the children were introduced to Louis who learns to control his actions and behaviour. To

complete the lesson, the younger ones filled up a worksheet which required them to sort out actions which

display self control while the older ones learnt about the concept of ‘Stop, Think, Go’ which helps children

self-regulate.

PANDA Champs

I will try my best!

The next 2 sessions focused on Perseverance through diligence. The first session consisted of 3 games

which tested the children’s diligence – ‘Tangram Challenge’, ‘Paper Plate Colouring’ and ‘Cup Stacking

challenge’. It was wonderful to see the children working together to complete the tasks. These games

taught the children that they should try and try even if they do not succeed.

The final sessions began with ‘Cup Dropping’ and ‘Cup Catching’ games to remind the children of what

diligence is all about. After the games, there was a debrief activity to help the children process their

feelings. The children then watched a video showing them that it pays to work hard! Teacher Dancia from

New Life Children’s Programmes team ended the session with a discussion to let the children know that

even though diligence does not always get us the result we want, it is better than giving up and not even

trying. What a fun time we’ve being PANDA Champs!



Hwa Chong Volunteers
Paper Folding Fun

Despite not being able to be at the centre physically, our passionate Hwa Chong Volunteers still contributed

to the fun at the centre! We partnered with our volunteers from Hwa Chong Institution to teach the children

various origami crafts like paper crabs, bookmarks and rockets! It was wonderful to see the children

practicing their perseverance in completing the folding craft. Some also encourage their friends who were

struggling. This activity not only trains the children with their hand-eye coordination but also teaches them

to be patient with the process of getting a craft done. Great job, children & volunteers!

Dancing & Father’s Day Card!

We were blessed to have volunteers from Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS) virtually with us

this holiday! They organized a dance programme to teach the children simple dance moves. Some of the

children were too shy to take their first step to participate in the dances but gradually found themselves

having fun! For Father’s Day, our SUSS volunteers conducted an arts and craft session to design a father’s

day card in the shape of a shirt! Look at their proud creations!

Let’s Have Fun with SUSS

Keeping Fit & Healthy

On top of teaching origami, our Hwa Chong Volunteers also conducted a morning exercise programme for

our children! The children loved the daily exercises and although they felt tired doing it, their laughter filled

the air as they carried out the exercises while the teacher-mentors encouraged them. We made sure to

continue enforcing safe distancing procedures while doing the exercises. What a healthy holiday!



Kids Day Out!
During this June Holiday, we had the opportunity to partner with the National Heritage Board to provide

opportunities for the children to learn about the various cultures in Singapore.

Dikir Barat

Our first session introduced the children to the Dikir Barat, a native Malay performance which involves

the use of different percussions. The session began with a short story-telling session involving the

importance of community spirit among the different races in Singapore. The story emphasized on how it

was important to accept the differences between our various cultures in our multi-racial country. The

children were also provided with materials to make their very own DIY drum. It was fascinating to see the

creative designs that they drew for their drums!

Next, we had a guest from Sri Warisan who showed the children different forms of percussions used in

any Dikir Barat performance. With their own DIY drums, the children were taught 3 different percussion

patterns. It was wonderful to see how the children performed as a class! As a treat, he also performed a

full Dikir Barat performance for them as they watched in awe. Check out their Youtube channel for more

performances!

Happy heARTS
Arts & Crafts

The June Holidays are a great time for the children to let loose and let their creativity fly!

The teachers led the children in various arts & crafts sessions. The first was using newspaper to make a

pencil holder. This required patience and perseverance as the children diligently rolled up the

newspapers. The result was beautiful art pieces which are also sustainable!

Another art session included learning calligraphy where the children learnt to write the mandarin word –

‘Home’ or ‘jia’. We hope that the children will treat their centre like their 2nd home!



Let’s Be STARS!
The Importance of Community Spirit!

Our final with National Heritage Board brought the children into a fictional world of The Rainbow City.

The Rainbow City had two groups – the Red citizens, and the Green citizens. Our children were green

citizens! The children were tasked to design their own identities as the Green citizens of this colourful

city. They were given time to design their own character and their own STAR personality. Their character

should incorporate the colour green and the children were drawing artistically in their activity booklets.

They were tasked to write down words that can be used in the acronym STAR to create a personality

that can support The Rainbow City. Words such as strong, tactful, artistic, and respectful were listed out

by the children as part of their STAR personalities. To bond with their fellow citizens, everyone played a

simple yet familiar game called ‘Simon Says’. The children were given instructions to show virtual love to

one another such as showing a heart with their hands. Amidst the programme, the children learnt about

the virus Covid-19 that struck the city’s community spirit. During the pandemic, all the citizens displayed

different forms of behaviours which led to disharmony in The Rainbow City. As Green citizens, the

children were tasked to recommend different ways to unite with the Red Citizens. The children discussed

and produced many creative ways to build unity amongst the two groups of citizens. Through the

discussion, they also drew on their own experiences during the pandemic, naming negative behaviours

such as not wearing masks. The children were given opportunities to recommend different avatars to

represent the unity of the Green citizens and had to work together as a team to come to a decision.

At the end of the programme, the children learnt about the importance of Social Cohesion and Unity

through a case study of the Collapse of Hotel New World in Singapore. They were taught the importance

of standing together as a united country in the midst of any disaster. To bring back that community spirit,

the children all made a Ring Origami to gift to one another. Goodie bags were given to the children at the

end of the programme.

We would like to thank the National Heritage Board for giving us the opportunity to partner with them and

for the wonderful and educational programme!



Of Frogs and Rivers

The children learnt about different types of frogs and the sounds they make. After watching an

educational video, the children had to complete a worksheet about frogs! During the next session, the

children explored which way the river flows. To help the children remember what they have learnt, the

children used straw to blow paint. Doesn’t the paint look like a majestic river?

Project Based Learning
Food Chains & Extinction

We kickstart the children’s learning with Dinosaurs! Through a video, they learnt about how dinosaurs

became extinct and how food chains work. The children also learnt that food chains can be formed

easily! They tried their hand at forming food chains which led from sunlight to plants, leading all the way

to us – humans! Through this project, the children learnt more about science and how it applies in the

real world. What an enjoyable way to learn about Science!

Caterpillars into Butterflies

In this Project Based Learning

session, the children learnt

about the different stages that a

caterpillar goes through to

become a butterfly! They also

learnt that caterpillars do not

only turn into butterflies but they

can turn into moths too.

The children watched an

educational and engaging video

on www.mysteryscience.com

about the stages of a caterpillar.

We ended the learning with a

fun arts & crafts session where

the children drew their very own

caterpillars. Look at the

colourful insects!



Farewell, Teacher Jasmine
Till we meet again

We bid farewell to Teacher Jasmine as she leaves to go and teach Abacus to children. Teacher Jasmine

has been with the centre for close to 3 years and is known for her love, care and concern for the children.

She has passionately journeyed with the children of the centre and have brought so much joy and

laughter to the centre. While we will miss her dearly, we wish her all the best in her new career!

May God continue to bless her and guide her, always!

Pizza TimeLearning Life Skills

Being able to make your own food is a great life skill to learn, especially for children as they learn to take

care of themselves as they grow. This holiday, we taught the children how to make a delicious pizza with

the use of simpler food substitutes like bread and sausages! The children followed the instructions

diligently and eagerly watched their creations come together.

After the hard work, the children saw the fruits of their labour. The children gobbled down their pizza and

loved it! Some even asked to do more of it! This was not only a life skill, but it taught the children to

appreciate the work their parents put in to provide food for them. We hope that the children learnt how to

be creative when it comes to making food through this simple activity.



Coming Up Next!
What’s happening from July to September!

Thank you to all Parents for your continuous partnership and support in 2021 thus far. We hope to

continue partnering with you! Below are some dates to take note of:

Date Activity / Event

Monday, 5 July Centre Closure – New Life Student Care Planning Day

Friday, 20 July Centre Closed – Public Holiday (Hari Raya Haji)

Friday, 6 August National Day Programme (4pm – 6pm)

Monday, 9 August Centre Closed – Public Holiday (National Day)

Friday, 3 September Centre Closure – Teacher’s Day

Monday, 6 September 

-

Friday, 10 September

September Holidays: Centre opens 7am – 7pm (Breakfast provided)

Introduction to our Staff

Teacher Law Qi Jia

We are so happy to have Teacher Qi Jia joining our team! The students

call her Ms Law or Teacher Law. With a Diploma in Banking and Finance,

Teacher Law was working in a Credit Management department for a little

more than 2 years. However, she soon realized that her passion was in

shaping young lives and impact the next generation by setting a

good example and imparting important life values such as loving and

caring for others. During her spare time, she enjoys reading, exercising

and creating art works.

Teacher Law is a great addition to the team with her bubbly demeanor and

chirpy self!

Ms Anna Lin

Ms Anna is the Centre Supervisor of New Life Student Care (Teck

Whye). She has a strong passion to love the children and has more

than 10 years of experience working in student care. With her many

years of experience and motherly disposition, the children warm up to

her instantly and look to her for comfort.

Ms Anna is a cheerful, friendly and optimistic person. She loves brisk

walking, swimming and traveling. She is really looking forward to the

end of COVID where she can travel again!

Teacher Victoria

Teacher Victoria worked with us as a relief teacher before joining us as staff.

As a trained Early Childhood educator, she has worked in the children’s

education industry for many years. Her personal belief as an educator is to

mentor the children under her charge, build their character, and not just focus

on academics. Teacher Victoria is a friendly introvert who is adaptable and can

adjust to any situation. She is steady!

During her free time, she likes to do brisk walking with her neighborhood

friends. She also loves to cook for her children's friends, who comes to visit

often.


